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the
editor
says

One sometimes finds illumination in
strange parts of the daily newspaper.
In \Vashington, one reads the society
page at least part of the time, slnce
legislators and such are often men-
tioned. Thus, N{iss Betty Beale of the
Washington Sunday Star gushed re-
cently:

"Ken Keating, our nexl ambassador
to India, former Senator from Jttew
Tork, and most recentj a judge,
confided at a parry not long ago ltou
he protected LLimself on the unsaf e
strcets of WastLington. This will tip
the peoplc of India off as to tlte kind

'f
be

sure and independent man tltey ruill
dealing with.
Said Ken, uhen he used to liae ltere

in Georgetozan he liked to take a ualk
eoery night. It uas alwasts after dark,
and sometimes ueryt late uhen he got to
It is da i ly ron:t i tu t ion al.

Since crime was alreadlt ramf)ant
bef ore he moued auay'from Washington,
and eaen a man walking late at night
on the streets uas takins his ltfc in
his hands, the senator alua2s carried
a gun. But ruhat kind of a gun?

The uhite-tltatched dimpled )ttew
Torker carried a shotgun in plain uieu
of all passersfu. )'[eedless to say, he

was neaer held up or otheruise molested,
although it did giue some friends who
ran into him one night a bit' of a

shock.
The former senator had a permit to

own a gun, and certainj no one could
accuse him of carrying a concealed
ueapon. "

Personally, I would consider the
Iate-night toting of a loaded shotgun
an eminently sensible procedure in
Washington, D.C., so I have no quarrel
with Ambassador-to-be Keating on that
score. And N{iss Beale plainly doesn't
know much about anything so I can't
fault her lor thinking a "permit" zeas

needed to own a shotgun in Wash-
ington, though it is now.

However, I remember Sen. Keating
as a left-wing sort ol Republican from
New York, secure in a gun-controljed
electorate until he got beat in an
election by Robert F. Kennedy. This
defeat predated the latest surge in gun
Iaws, so memory does not serve to
recalr Keat'*:.::H:"J::'*:
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THE PARABETLUM STORY
(Continued)

This is Part ll of a detailed, on-the-spot
examination of the post-Ww ll production
of Georg Luger's most famous design.

by Jan Stevenson
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These are the first toolroom guns made on
production tools at Oberndarf . ane in 7 .65mm,
one in 9mm. Ugly taper of 7.65mm barrel
will probably be changed. Nate marking
"j8 Luger" on lower gun.
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THE PABABELLUM STOBY

PART TWO:

Oberndorf fell to the French on the
20th of April, 1945. For two and a
half years Mauser had been nesting
on a heap of Parabellum parts that
no one, Ieast ol all the German army,
had wanted. As soon as they iearned
of this the French developed an over-
whelming and quite unexpected inter-
est in the Luger-such is the fascina-
tion of the gun. Herr Weiss and a
crew of 400 men were kept at work in
the Schueden-bau, wder French guard,
and had assembled some 5,000 pistols
by the time they ran out of receiver
forks in 1947. (They also put together
a lot of other pistols) Roughly 100.000
parts, including a few frames. re-
mained, and these all went to France
along with the finished pistols. \Iean-
while the French were doing land-rush
business with earlier Lugers takenfrom
German troops or confiscated lrom cir.-
ilians. N{any of these must have gone
to France intac| thousands more \\'ere
disassembled, and shipped as parrs in
sorted batches. As late as 1957. br.
which time nearly 70 Ii of tl.re old
Mauser plant had been dvnamited
flat, the French still had a lert Ger-
mans at work in Oberndorf tearing
down Lugers and sorting the parts.
A heck of a 1ot of pistols can be dis-
asssembled in ten years.

The French postwar involvement
with the Luger was serious enough that
new Luger magazines were produced in
France for awhile. Exactly rvhat the
French military had in mind for the
Parabelium I have no idea. Certainly
they weren't soid commerciaily in
France, and so far as I know only
a lew have been seen since. As put up
at Oberndorf, the French Lugers had
a dull finish and most carried the
Mauser "byf" code. Random markings

-whatever came of the parts bin-
were frequent. These guns were not
proved in Germany, but according
to a French source, they are identifia-
ble by a small 5-pointed star which
was stamped ahead of the serial num-
ber on the left front of the receiver.

Meanwhile, Krieghoff found them-
selves briefly within the American oc-
cupation zone until we magnanimous-
ly pulled back and turned Thuringia-
the center of German small arms pro-
duction over to the Soviets. It is re-
ported that several hundred Lugers
were assembled for our transient forces,
and that some of these guns had no
markings whatsoever.

36 GUNFACTS/AUGU5T-69

by Jan Stevenson

Controversial Model 1924 Swss is easily recognisable by its flatsided grips, dutt finish,
and "Waffenfabrik Bern" inscription on the front link. Despite the label, it probably went
into production in I 9l 3.

The 1929 Swiss, replete with tool marks and red plastic handle. is no thing of beauty,
and that. says Stevenson, was the Luger's prime purpose. Note sttaight front strap, flat
safety, and total absence of knurling



Swiss 29 receiver assembly, compared with a DWM 1906, shows smooth toggle knobs
and lathe-turned receiver ring. These. plus unthreaded alignment shelves on barrel shank
and inside receiver ring, were virtually the only alterations. Both. unlike the P'O9. have
the long (21mm) receiver ring. Underside of same units shows loss of front railing caused
by lathe-turning the ring, and simplified, square receiver lug on Swiss pistol.

The Russians, in the usual vengeful
and shortsighted lashion of that era,
promptly divested the plant of machin-
ery, then flattened it. It is doubtful
that Krieghoff's blueprints survived,
and virtually certain that his tooling
was dissipated in Russia and put to
mundane tasks. The East German
Volkspoliaei were armed with the Luger
through the late 1950's, and it is pos-
sibie though unlikely that someof these
may have been assembied from Krieg-
hoff's spare parts stock. It's extremely
unlikely that any Parabellums have
been manufactured within the Soviet
sphere of control since the Second
War-Russians are much too pragmatic
for that.

With the publication ol Fred Datig's
monumental and scholarly text The
Luger Pistol in 1955, the Parabellum
came ol age as a serious collectoi's
item. Added to its essential mystique
and historical significance was the fact
that it had been made in a prolusion
of variations; collectors soon priced
the non-ordinary Luger out of reach
of the shooting public. Germany, as a
source, had been bled dry by the
French, and enterprising importers had
lairly ransacked the rest of the free
world. The market potential in both
the U.S. and Europe was burgeoning,
and then began some ten years of
intricate and uncoordinated maneuver-
ing designed to put the old mechanical
maze back in production.

In 1956, pursuing academic rather
than commercial interest, Datig had
discussed the question with both Ntlaus-
er and SIG management in Germany
and Switzerland respectively. Both said
that tooling up anew for the Para-
bellum would be fun but entirely im-
practical. It was a thumbs-down an-
su'er both places, yet geographically
Datig was on the right track, one
u'hich many rvould lbliow, for Switzer-
land seemed the last best hope lor a
nerv Luger.

Back as early as 1911, with the dark
thunderhead of impending war loom-
ing ominously over Europe, the fierce-
Iv isolationist Swiss began to fear for
their arms supply. Their Schmidt-Ru-
bin service rifle was manufactured at
home, for many obvious reasons, but
theN{axim machine gun and thePara-
beilum pistol were both bought from
Germany. Swiss authorities began ne-
gotiating a license arrangement with
D\,VM, and received the full produc-
tion package-blueprints, work sheets,
etc. -for both guns. The Maxim,
known as the MG-08 in Germany,
was dubbed the Mll by the Swiss
and was put in production by Waffen

fabrik Bern, the federal armory, in 1912.
Unfortunately, the chronology on the
Swiss Luger is not so clear.

Switzerland, we recall, adopted the
Parab ellum t"" 
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This page from an 5/6
prospectus of fairly recent
distribution clearly shows the
Luger frame and receiver fork.
By the time Mauser got onto
it, SIG had scrapped their
tooling.

Wraparound O6 trigger with
machined-on mounting pin was
ridiculously expensive. Though
they nose-bobbed it, the Swiss
couldn't make it much cheaper.
Mauser will prudently cast this
part.
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with an order for 3000 pistols of the
1900 Modei. The improved 1906 pis-
tol was much more to their liking, but
at this point the tale gets mucky.
Ten thousand two hundred fifteen
pistols, numbered from 5001 to 15215
and believed to be 1906 models, were
delivered to Swiss authorities by DWM-
Karlsruhe. Since the Karlsruhe branch
is not known to have ever manufac-
tured arms, we assume either that the
paper work was handled there or that
for some long forgotten reason this
particular order touched down at Karl-
sruhe en route from Berlin to Switzer-
Iand. An additional 99 or 100 pistols,
numbered from 5001a to either 5099a
or 5100a, depending on your source,
likewise came through, and it's moot
whether these were 1900's or 1906's.

At this point the Swiss Model 1924
arrives on the scene. It's an easily
recognized gun. The finish is a dull
blue, the receiver ring carries no mark-
ing, and "Waffenfabrik Bern" sur-
mounted by a small, plain Swiss cross,
is stamped on the top of thefront toggle
Iink. The grip panels, rather than be-
ing gracefully curved and checkered
on their entire surface, are flat sided
and checkered only on this plane.
Ieaving an uncheckered border of
slightly less than 1lz" to slope dorr,n
and meet the straps. According to
Datig, the model of 1924 \\'enl into
production in that year. continuing
through 1933, by rvhich time exactlv
17874 pistols, numbered from 15.216
through 33,089, had been manulac-
tured. The figures figure. but the
dates are doubtful.

Worst of all, the Swiss don't e..'en
officially recognize a model of \921 .

The Bern-issued gunsmith's manual
opens with the statement, "Thereexist
three models of Swiss Lugers: ( a) \{od-
el 1900, (b) Model 1906, (c) N{odei
1929." The manual, of course, was
prepared for mechanics rather than
historians, but inquiries to Bern itself
have singularly failed to run the origins
of the M1924 designation to ground.

The only recorded alteration of the
pistol occurring in the mid-1920's took
place on 1 November 1927, when the
Swiss changed their gauging practices.
This affected primarily the barrel. In-
terior dimensions henceforth were read
outward from the standard. Thusprior
to this date the bore was a nominal
7.65 rnrn with a plus-minus tolerance
of .03 mm. After 1 November 1927
the bore was 7.62 mm with a plus-
only tolerance of .05 mm. This was a
change in measuring procedures, not in
the gun, save that allowable slop inbore
diameter was cinched down a hun-
dredth of a millimeter. The DWM
drawings were completeiy redone, but
the gun was not. The P-08 trigger
made from special section or profile
3A GUNFACTS/AUGUST-59

stock during WW II is another rare
example.

According to the best of current
information, ttre 1924 Model- or Swiss-
built '06 for a more accurate term-
went into production at Waffenfabrik
Bern about 1913.

Toward the end of the 20's the Swiss,
despite their penchant for incredibly
complicated and expensive guns, began
to realize that the Luger was an
unreasonably costly wretch to build.
Their economy modei was dubbed
the 1929, and went into production
probably in 1931 or '32; the last 06-
24's came through in 1933.

The alterations on the 1929 pistol
were mostly external and intended to
eliminate unnecessary machining. Pre-
vious Lugers, for instance, had re-
quired several milling cuts on the top

and sides of the receiver ring to achieve
all those elegant beveis. The Swiss
Iathe turned everything ahead of the
lrame engagement lug. This sacrificed
%" of railing at the front of the re-
ceiver, and left unsightly crevasses
when the gun was viewed from the
front. The lug itself was cut square
rather than rounded on the back.

All knurling, checkering, and groov-
ing on the goggle knobs, take down
Iatch, magazine reiease, and safety
Iever were omitted. The safety lever,
rather than being a hall oval, was flat
wlth a knob on the end.

The trigger cover or sideplate was
another silly item on the original,
requiring the tool to be constantly dip-
ping in and out of the work during
manufacture. The Swiss got rid of all
but one of these tortuous exercises.

Frame assemblies of 29 Swiss (left) and O6 DWM (right) show nothing like internal
identity..Simplified action ol grip safety in Swiss gun, and longer accommodating cut in
frame (arrow) are noticeable changes; see also detail of othet cuts and bevels.
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generally running the cuts all the way
across the piece. This has its un-
sightly aspects, and sideplates from the
29 will not interchange with any other
Model.

The front strap shows the most vis-
ually obvious alteration, being perfect-
1y straight rather than gracefully
rounded at the toe.

Another significant change affected
the barrel. Previous models had the
barrel shank threaded all the way to
the shoulder. The 29 left an unthreaded
bearing surlace behind the shoulder
before the threading began. This flat
was intended to mate an untapped sur-
face inside the front of the receiver
ring and automatically true the barrel
in the receiver.

(There's another problem ttte might as

well kick around at this point. The Sruiss, in

Grip safety on M29 was stamped, a sensible
move. Only function of thumb safety is to
block grip safety, and a stamping works .just
fine for this.

man) respects, were creatures of habit. They
neaer saza reason to abandon the grip safeQ,
nor to alter the slim 431n " barrels with
four grooaes, right hand twist, which came
on their first 1900 Models. Thl1t neuer
changed the 21 mm barrel shank and re-

ceiuer length either. When the 9mm Model
of 1902 was introduced, DWM shortened
the barrel shank and receiaer ring to 1B or
19 millimeters. The front of the frame was
hacked off to match, and rifling uas changed

from four to six grooaes. For some reason,
the 9mm Model l9M reuerted to the long
receiaer type. Early Mode I 1906's likewise
had the long receiaer, but sometime during
the 1906 production, probably prior to 1908,
all b arrels, receiuers, and frames zDere

changed to the short type. The new Mausers
will haue the long (21 mm) receiuer. Since
uirtually all of the two and a half million
Lugers nou in circulation haue the short

Long Swiss grip safety wraps around and
disappears under stocks on right side. Mauser
will do likewise, but will shorten safety for
an O6-ish look.

barrel and receiaer, gunsmiths attempting to

fit the new long-shank barrels to short
receiuers, or neru long receiuers to short

frames, will find a bit of stock remooal
necessary. )

The Swiss didn't officially replace
the Parabellum until 1948, but tests
had been going on ever since early
1944. Actual production of Swiss Lug-
ers had ceased some four years before
with the start of the war, although
Bern was still fitting a few up from
parts until 1950. Complete pistolswere
available new from Bern as late as

1958.
Frames were what they ran short on

first, and SIG at Neuhausen had been
the sole producer of this part. With
SIGfully occupied by war production,
Waffenfabrik Bern decided in 1943
to undertake frame production them-
selves. They contacted the Von Roll-
Werke in Gerlafigen, who had supplied
SIG's rough forgings, but discovered
to their mild dismay that the frame
forging dies were no longer usable.
Rather than going to the bother of
making a new set of dies, Bern dropped
the whole idea. Some 28,000-30,000
of the 1929 Model had been built,
depending again on who has the more
accurate list of serial numbers.

All the Swiss Parabellums, all ap-
proximately 61,000 of them, had been
chambered for the 30 Luger bottle-
necked cartridge. The SIG pistol which
replaced these was a 9mm, with a 30-
caliber option to heip burn old ammo
supplies.'This caliber overlap worked
both ways, and the 9mm M29 is only
a slightly less mysterious variation than
the six or a dozen lost Baby Lugers
that Herr Weiss built so many years
ago. Bern did definitely make some
three hundred 9mm barrels to befitted
to the pistols of citizens or targetshoot-
ers who might prefer thelargercaliber.
I've seen one of these 9mm 29's and
know of three others. This leaves 290-
odd unaccounted for, and diligent
Swiss collectors have been unable to
locate them. According to a better than
average rumor, most of these barrels
were fitted to existing frames and the
entire lot of converted pistols wound
up in a Swiss ordnance depot where
they've since been lorgotten about,
doubtless to come to light in some
future inventory taking. Whether this
hypothesis is myth or truth, well, that
future inventory wiil teli.

Another virtually unknown run of
Swiss Lugers was the E series. At
Ieast a hundred were made up by the
Military Technical School, eachslight-
ly different in construction to test out
various design ideas or manufacturing
techniques. Five have turned up to
date,

Waffenfabrik Bern was also constant-
ly dabbllng with experimental designs,
and most 

' :::'::3::":::"*:"
Swiss sideplate (right) is obviously redesigned, with cuts running all the way across the
work. Will not interchange with any other model.
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bered in a V series, standing for
"Versuchsmodell. " Occasionally a Swiss
Luger will turn up with a serial num-
ber apropos of nothing at all. Very
recently, I examined a M1929 num-
bered 100,000. Its authenticity is be-
yond any doubt whatever, and besides
the serial number, which reflected prob-
ably nothing more than the Waffen-
fabrik's sense of humor, there was
nothing unusual about the piece.

Waffenfabrik Bern managed to stock-
pile an enormous quantity of spare parts
before the Luger was finally dropped,
and for the past quarter century Swit-
zerland has served as a Parabellum
parts depot for all of Europe. Fortu-
nately the internai components of the
Luger never changed much at all, even
in the 1929 N{odel, and most parts.
with the conspicucus exception of the
vital sideplate, are roughiy interchange-
able. Evidentiy a goodly suppl,v of
sideplates was left over from the 06 24.
for the latest Dynamit Nobel-Genschau
(Germany's largest parts house) cata-
log lists it complete for S20l the re-
ceiver fork lists for $27.75, and oniv
the frame is unavailable. Attesting to
this German firm's source of parts
is the fact that their catalog illustra-
tion is a poor reproduction of the
parts list that Bern supplies to Su'iss
gunsmiths. DNG changed onlt' the
order numbers.

When Waffenfabrik Bern finally ran
out of Lugers, the Srliss had been
shooting the toggie gun lor u ell over
a half century, and had no intention
of breaking the habit. The price of
second-hand Lugers in Su'iss gunshops
has steadily spiraled. so that it's almost
impossible to find one in good shooting
condition for less than S 125 . So
enamored of the Parabellurn are the
Swlss that many Srvlss officers prefer
to pay the dilference for an 06-24
rather than putting out the Iesser
tariff for the issue SiG. I sarv 1968
films of military qualification firing in
one of the cantons, and the Luger
still clearly outnumbered the Neu-
hausen pistoi. There's no question as

to which gun is the more efficlent.
It's that oid mystique again-in Srviss
eyes the Luger is the ultimate hand-
gun. Attesting to its widespread usage,
the latest Bern-issued gunsmith's man-
ual for the Parabellum is dated 1965.

A vigorous market existed in Ger-
many as well, with nothing much to
fiil it. By 1960, Second War P-08's
were bringing $100 in German gun-
shops, and the price for a good one is
up to $150 at this writing. These facts
weren't lost on the Erma-Werke at
Dachau, who had been marketiog 22
caliber and 4mm rimfire conversion
units since about 1910, and who had
heaviiy committed themselves to the
toggle-breech prinicipie with their post-

4() GUNFACTS/AUGUST.69

Vast StG complex at the Rheinfalls was the only plant in Switzerland to make the Luger
frame

to jack the price first to $57.50 and
finall,, to $67.50 as the cost of refitting
them rose far beyond original expecta-
tion.

The guns were delivered to distribu-
tors in military style wooden cases.
Since they were put up from parts,
markings were an absolute hodge-
podge. Erma themselves applied no
marks r,r.,hatsoever, but the guns are
easily identifiable since they carry Ger-
man postwar Nitro proofing and the
N'Iunich proofhouse stamp, with circa
1965 dating.

Erma continues to manufacture and
supply all of the parts mentioned
above, a large portion of which pre-
viously '"vent to Dynamit Nobel-Gen-
schau. A11 distribution of Erma-built
parts is now being taken over by Wil-
helm Hebsacker, the surplusarms deal-
er-sort of a miniature Interarms-in
Schwabisch Hall.

Hebsacker, himself a Ferlach-trained
gunsmith, had soid some 500 of the
Bulgarian reworks. Recogn2ing a mar-
ket as it stared him in the face,
Hebsacker sponsored one of three Euro-
pean efforts to put the Luger back
into production from scratch. After
fairly careful study, he concluded that
a new Luger wouid cost at least $125
to build, and couldn't be sold for less
than $300. How much ol a production
run he was counting on, we don't
know, but tlie estimates squelched the
whole idea. Hebsacker's figures, how-
ever, take on considerable interest since
they form an excellent base for com-
parison with other postwar Luger cost
studies.

Back in the Alps, the Swiss Gun-
smiths' Association, acutely aware of a
good thing going to waste, petitioned

e*rl:

war line of cast zinc Luger look-alikes
in22 Long Rifle.

About 1960, a substantial lot of di-
verse Parabellums found their u'ay out
ol Bulgaria into neutral Austria where
they were quickly pounced upon by
Interarms' purchasing agents. Those
deemed too mangy for theU.S. market
were sold to Erma lor $15 each. The
exact quantity involved is sti11 unclear.
Erma's managing director insists that
they got only 1,000 pistols from Inter-
arms, and of these only 800 were sal-
vageable. Interarms' representatives,
on the other hand, recall selling be-
tween two and three thousand pistois
to Erma, and note that since thetrans-
actions took place while Erma lr''as
changing hands, present management
may be cognizant only of the iater
shipments.

At any rate, Erma, taking a closer
look at their merchandise, was aghast
at the condition of the pistois. Every
barrel, without exception, had to be
replaced, and for this purpose the
Dachau plant tooied up for Luger bar-
rel production. Most of this shipment
came out with 30 caliber tubes. New
grips, sights, magazines, and take-down
latches as well were manufactured by
Erma in order to get the guns back
together again. Since production of
sideplates or frames was out of the
question, some stock buildup by weld-
ing was reportedly done on these parts
to achieve a proper lit.

The Bulgarian reworks went on sale
in 1965. U.S. Army Rod And Gun
Clubs accounted for a large portion of
the total, and to American servicemen
they sold at about $40 each. On the
German commercial market, they
started off at $50, but Erma was forced
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StG SP47/8 is the finest 9mm in the world
in Stevenson's opinion, but Swss atmY
officers, who can get it cheap, still ransack
gunshops for O6 -24 Lugers.

This gun, one of the few M1929's rebarreled
to 9mm at Bern, was submitted to Portuguese
authorities by Hammerli in the l9SO's.

theirs on request. Thus the late'50's
and early '60's saw a smali drift of
eager American entrepreneurs entering
Hammerli's humble portals and exiting
again almost immediatelY.

Hammerli definitely ran cost studies
on the Parabellum, but what the re-
suits were they profess to have forgot-
ten. Without doubt, Hammerli costs
far exceeded the Hebsacker figures.
Hammerli would have been enchanted
to have received a firm order for 20,000
pistols, and a solid request for 10,000
would have seriously interested them.
For less than 10,000 pieces, it doesn't
even pay to tool up for spare parts
produition, as Erma and others have
emphatlcally noted. But when theY
heird the price, the Americans saw the
supposediy vast U.S. market dwindling
before their eyes, and proceedings went
no further. For them, too, Hammerii's
quotation must be a bad memory today.- What they should have realized in
the first place is that Hammerli was
the last logical place to turn, for the
Luger cannot be manufactured again
as it once was. Machine and man
hours cost dearly at Hammerli as else-

where, and to put theParabellumback
on the market, the most advanced man-
ufacturing techniques, in which Ham-
merli has but little experience, must
be exploited to the fullest in a diligent
effort to hold costs to a minimum.

Interarms realized, as others should
have, that Mauser (who besides being
the oniy major Luger producer after
the Firsi Woita War, had been Part of
the Ludwig Loewe combine before the
Borchardt had even reached the draw-
ine board.l was lhe onlY comPanY who
could build the Luger anew. Mauser
had virtually unlimited capital to ab-
sorb initial expenses and the engineer-
ing and production capabiiity-to blend
u.lt"ra -precise workmanship and modern
merhod: and metallurgy in anydesired
proportion, along with a managemen-t
i''i1Iing to gamble on such high-risk
proieCt. as they had so well Proven
i'ir"h the \Iodel 66 bolt rifle. The only
managerial stipuiation was that the
deal iiad to show healthy profits some-

rvhere along the line.
Interarma, the Virginia-based im-

porters, gauged the U.S. and world
markets fivoiably, and was one outfit
rvith plenty of capital to put where
tl.reir mouth was. They travelled to
Oberndorf prepared to negotiate an
absolutely staggering contract.

\Vaffenfabrik Bern in 1960 to put the
Parabellum back in production. At
about the same time a movement was
reportedly gaining some momentum in
Swiss Government circies to close the
the armory down as an economy move.
With this possibility supposedly hanging
over them, the Waffenfabrik took the
qunsmiths' request seriously indeed.
ind the cost quote they later delivered
u,as lvithout doubt rock bottom for the
quantity envisioned.

\Vhat they had in mind was a sim-
plified 1929 N{odel. Bern queried
ibundries and outside metallurgists on
the feasibility of using cast parts and
section stock, while their engineers
r'vent through the lv{1929 with a mag-
nifying glass looking for corners to cut.
\'iany of tt e component Parts of the
original Parabellum, it turned out,
.,veie complex for no evident reason.
The extractor, for instance, has an
unnecessary cheek on either side; Bern
straightened it out, and manY Parts
took a similar face lifting. Some com-
ponents. they found, could be built
much more economically in two pieces
rhan one.

\\'hen it ail came out of the wash,
the \\'affeniabrik decided they could
qive the qunstnirhs a minimum order
oi tO.OOu-pistol. lor Sll5 cach. That
the Waffenfabrik rr'ouid have taken no
profit on this deal is attested to by the
ieport that in response to an American
inquiry for costi on a similar run of
10;000 pistols, they quoted at $200
each. Al this more than reasonable
price, though, the Sn'iss gunsmiths
iould gang up for only three to five
thousand guns. Certainly a far greater

market than tl-rat existed in Switzer-
Iand a1one. not considering exportpos-
sibilities. The problem u'as that eco-
nomicallr' the gunsmiths' association
\\'as a penn\'-ante outfit lvithout the
capital to finance a significant initiai
order. That's u'here the project died.

Nleanwhile. a slim hope appeared
that the Parabellum migl.rt gain a neu'
iease on life as a militarv arm, Around
1963 64 Golden State -\rms in Califor-
nia purchased a lor of some 12(X)

Lugers from the Portugese Police. The
Porlugese Army, though. has steadfast-
ly refused to part r'r'ith theirs. and
the Ntl943 as well as the cherished
earlier models are still in sen'ice in
Portugal, though supplemented of late
by postwar Walther P-38's.'Back in the '50's, Hammerli of
Switzerland made a bid for this mar-
ket, and sent one pistol, a Srviss 29.
rebarreiled at Bern for 9mm, to Por-
tugai for military tests. \\rhat the out-
come was, no one seems to recall but
no orders ever materiaiized'

To many American imPorters, Ham-
merli seemed the ideal Place to get
Lugers built again. The Portuguese
gesture demonstrated their interest in
the gun, and since theY are known
for the incredibly Precise, almost
pocket-watch quality of the machining
ihat went into their famed free pistols,
surely if anyone could build the Par-
abellum to old-rvorld standards, Ham-
merli cou1d. And although Hammerli
had never built the Luger-had never
even done subcontract work on com-
ponents, there was that great :nass of
iooling, dies, dr,awings, jigs andgauges
in Switzerland which would have been
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